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JON ANDERSON’s most recent book, In Sepia, was published in 1974. He is a Guggenheim Fellow for 1978 and currently lives in Tucson.


HENRY CARLILE, author of The Rough- Hewn Table (University of Missouri Press, 1971), teaches at Portland State University in Oregon.

RAYMOND CARVER has published two books of poetry and two collections of short stories. He will be a visiting professor of English this fall at the University of Texas at El Paso.


ALLISON FUNK lives in Wilmington, Delaware.

JAMES GALVIN teaches at Murray State University in Kentucky. He is a recipient of an NEA grant for 1978.

LAURENCE GOLDSTEIN, editor of the Michigan Quarterly Review, is the author of Ruins and Empire: The Evolution of a Theme in Augustan and Romantic Literature. His first volume of poems, Altamira, will appear this year.

WILLIAM HEYEN is a professor of English at SUNY/Brockport. His books include Depth of Field, Noise in the Trees, and The Swastika Poems.

DENNIS HINRICHSEN lives in Boston, Massachusetts.

STEPHEN KESSLER’s first poetry collection, Nostalgia of the Fortuneteller, was published by Kayak in 1975. His translation of a selection from Vicente Aleixandre’s Destruction or Love was published in 1976.

WILLIAM MATTHEWS teaches at the University of Colorado. His forthcoming book is Rising and Falling.

MICHAEL McGUIRE, a graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, is currently a fellow at the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, Massa- chusetts.

JANE MILLER is a poet-in-residence at Goddard College in Plainfield, Vermont.

WILLIAM RUECKERT, chairman of the English Department at SUNY/Geneseo, is currently a fellow at the National Humanities Institute at the University of Chicago.
Announcing a Free, Public

CHARLES OLSON
FESTIVAL
5–11 November 1978
Iowa City

Featuring:

“Olson’s Gloucester”—A photographic exhibition
by Lynn Swigart

Lectures:  George Butterick  Robert Creeley
           Ed Dorn  Robert Duncan
           Sherman Paul

Poetry Readings:  Robert Creeley  Ed Dorn
                  Robert Duncan

A library exhibition of books and manuscripts
Films and tapes of Charles Olson
Discussions and Workshops

Direct inquiries to:
Department of English
The University of Iowa
308 English/Philosophy Building
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
The Iowa Review subscription order forms

Rates:

$7.50 yearly in the United States
$2.00 single copy price
$8.50 yearly in all foreign countries

The Iowa Review is published quarterly: Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall. This publication is available in microform from Xerox University Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
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THE MICHIGAN QUARTERLY REVIEW announces a SPECIAL ISSUE FOR THE SPRING OF 1979

THE MOON LANDING AND ITS AFTERMATH

ESSAYS, INTERVIEWS, MEMOIRS, FICTION, POETRY, AND GRAPHIC WORKS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE MQR OFFICE BY

November 1, 1978
QUARTERLY WEST

Address: 312 Olpin Union, University of Utah, Salt Lake City 84112

Subscriptions: (one year, 3 issues) are $5.00, and back issues are $2.00 each.
New From —

THE OHIO REVIEW

Special Feature

GARY SNYDER: 1977
(interview and new poems)

The latest in our continuing series of features on contemporary American poets.

Also new work by
Robert Bly, Bin Ramke,
Donald Hall, Jack Myers,
Stanley Plumly, Lisel Mueller,
Anthony Piccione,
Gerald Weales, Vern Rutsala

Still Available —

1977
WINTER
Robert Penn Warren
New poetry and fiction, with a critical appraisal by Stanley Plumly.

1977
SPRING/SUMMER
James Wright
A Special Feature

THE OHIO REVIEW
320 Ellis Hall
Ohio University
Athens, Ohio 45701

Subscription information:
One year (3 issues) ... $7.00
Three years (9 issues) $17.00
(Foreign subscriptions — add $1. per year)
Single copy ............... $2.50
The 1977 collections are published in cloth at $7.50 each and in paperback at $3.45 each. Order them from your bookseller or from the University of Illinois Press.

Kent Nelson
Carolyn Osborn
Lester Goldberg
Robley Wilson, Jr.

The Tennis Player
Kent Nelson

"Spare but psychologically incisive short stories in which personal crises, often vague or mysteriously unnamed, are resolved or acknowledged. Aging athletes, insomniacs, and young people who have reached a middle-age crisis ahead of their time are among the characters who purge their psyches in these often poignant confrontations with one's self." — ALA Booklist.

A Horse of Another Color
Carolyn Osborn

Osborn writes about young wives and old, real cowboys and imitation ones, teachers who are still learning their lessons and some who prefer not to learn them. Her ability to perceive the incongruity in any situation makes her humorous stories among the best. "The stories . . . are perceptive, often funny, and eminently readable." — Texas Monthly.

One More River
Lester Goldberg

"In thirteen fine short stories, Goldberg probes his Jewish past amid a cast of losers so painfully ordinary that they become memorable. The Jewish kid working in the pig slaughterhouse, the factory worker deliberately burning himself as the Rosenbergs die, the mugged good Samaritan scribbling checks for worthy causes — Goldberg's people combat the overwhelming contradictions of their lives with small, defiant gestures." — Kirkus Reviews.

The Pleasures of Manhood
Robley Wilson, Jr.

Wilson's stories have been published in such magazines as Fiction International, Antaeus, and Esquire, and in several anthologies. He is editor of North American Review. Wilson's special talent is in creating fantasy. This collection includes stories about a girl who has an affair with an apple and a vacationing family's search for an elusive ocean. "This is fiction at its best." — Stephen Minot. "A splendid collection of stories." — Publishers Weekly.